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  FEATURES

1. Very compact.

2. Two weight unit systems g, lb:oz convertible.

3. Low battery power/Overload Indication.

4. With high precision strain gauge sensor.

5. With tare function.

6. Auto off.

  TO CONVERT WEIGHT UNIT

If the scale Is with both unit systems of Metric 
(g, ml) or Imperial (lb:oz, fl’oz), press button ON/
OFF  for five seconds to convert units. 

 AUTO SHUT OFF

Auto shut-off occurs if display shows «0» or 
shows the same weight reading for 2 minutes.

Attention: the product doesn’t have the manual 
turn off function.
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  CLEANING AND CARE

1. Clean the scale with a slightly damp cloth. 
DO NOT immerse the scale In water or use 
chemical / abrasive cleaning agents.

2. All plastic parts should be cleaned immediately 
after contact with fats, spices, vinegar and 
strongly flavored / colored foods. Avoid 
contact with acids citrus juices.

3. Always use the scale on a hard, flat surface. 
DO NOT use on carpet.

4. DO NOT strike, shake or drop the scale.

5. The scale is high precision device. Please take 
care of it.

6. Please keep it dry.

7. Please check whether battery is installed or in 
high level if scale can not be turned on.

  WARNING INDICATORS

Replace new battery.

Scale overload. Remove item 
to avoid damage. Maximum 
weight capacity is indicated on 
the scale.



  PRODUCT DEMONSTRATION
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  TO INSTALL OR REPLACE 
BATTERY

1×3V  CR2032 lithium batteries (included). 
Remove isolation sheet before use.

1. Take out used batteries, 
with the aid of a sharp 
object If needed.

2. Install new batteries 
by putting one side of 
the battery down first 

and pressing down the other side. Please LCD 
observe the polarity!

3. To install the battery cover, aim rightly at the 
groove, then switch the battery case reversely.

   «TARE» OR «ZERO» FUNCTION

To weigh different loads consecutively without 
removing loads from the scale.

Put first load on the scale, get weight reading. 
Press button ON/OFF to reset the LCD reading 
to «0» before adding next load. You can repeat this 
operation.

  OPERATION

1. Put the scale on a flat platform, spread in a 90˚ 
angle.

2. Put the plate on the scale (if necessary).

3. Push ON/OFF button to turn on the scale.

4. Start weighing when it shows «0».

5. Put the object on the scale, then led shows the 
weight.

Please make sure the object is in the effective 
weighing area when weighing.

Button ON/OFF

LCD display
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Put on the  
weighing object

Put the ingredient 
on the scale

Add the following 
ingredient 

See the weight of last added ingredient 
on the screen

Turn ON the scale. 
Put tare on the scale.

Press again

«TARE» FUNCTION

When total sum of all the weighed ingredients on 
the scales is more than 200 g.

«TARE» FUNCTION

«ZERO» FUNCTION

When total sum of all the weighed ingredients on 
the scales is less than or equal to 200 g.

ON/OFF

«ZERO» FUNCTION

ON/OFF

ON/OFF ON/OFF

ON/OFF

LCD will show --- or «0» each time is ON/OFF 
perssed.

Symbol --- means not stable, please wait for a 
moment. «0» and meanwhile an icon  on the left 
of LCD mean  TARE function is active.

Maximum weight capacity is reduced by total 
weight of all loads.

By pressing ON/OFF you can see the total weight 
of all loads on the scale. If you want to weigh more 
loads, just press ON/OFF to reset LCD reading to 
«0» again.

LCD will show --- or «0» each time is  ON/OFF 
perssed.

Symbol --- means not stable, please wait for a 
moment. «0» and meanwhile an icon  on the left 
of LCD mean ZERO function is active. 

Maximum weight capacity remains unchanged.


